
After the morning service, we were invited to the twelve-mat 

breakfast room where we met fellow lodgers from all over the 

world: France, Canada, Germany, South Africa and the USA. 

There were about 15 guests. The first morning I sat next to a pair 

of French-speaking tourists from South Africa and struck up a 

conversation in English. We exchanged tips about sightseeing for 

the day. The breakfast meal was tasty shojin-ryori (vegetarian 

food served in temples) prepared by the wife of the abbot and her daughter. Everyone, even 

small children in the room, seemed to enjoy the meal and the warm family atmosphere. We 

were nourished by the plentiful good food, and ready to venture out to a day on the swelter-

ingly hot streets of Kyoto. 

 

I had a very hectic schedule for the first two days shopping for tea utensils for the Tankokai-DC  

Association,  gathering ingredients for the Neriko incense  workshop,  and having  dinner with 

Dr. Kido, a member of Tankokai DC previously but currently working and residing in Kyoto.   

The third day, Darja and I managed a quick visit to the Myoshinji Hatto (法堂), the main 

preaching hall, about 100 meters away from the Daishin-In. The Hatto was built to commemo-

(Continued on page 4) 

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S  

Freer Gallery Visit to ViewFreer Gallery Visit to ViewFreer Gallery Visit to ViewFreer Gallery Visit to View    

Koetsu CalligraphyKoetsu CalligraphyKoetsu CalligraphyKoetsu Calligraphy    

    

Friday, 9 July 2010, 10 a.m. to noon 

Space is limited. 

RSVP to aikoichimura@erols.com 

 

KimonoKimonoKimonoKimono----dressing Workshopdressing Workshopdressing Workshopdressing Workshop    

Sunday, 11 July 2010, 10 a.m. to noon 

Location will be announced in July 

 

Chanoyu IntroductionChanoyu IntroductionChanoyu IntroductionChanoyu Introduction    

 

Wednesday, 28 July 2010 

12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

No RSVP necessary. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

 

Sasakawa Peace Foundation USA 

1819 L Street, NW 

Suite 300 

Washington, DC 20036 
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O C H A  N O  W A  

The name of our newsletter 

means “The Wa of Tea,” 

where wa can refer to har-

mony or peace (as 和), 
story or talk (as 話), or 

circle or link (as 輪). 

Rights to all content, textual 

and graphical, that appears 

in this newsletter are re-

served by their respective 

creators. 

M Y  S T A Y  I N  A  Z E N  T E M P L E  I N  K Y O T O  

Part 2: Stroll Through HistoryPart 2: Stroll Through HistoryPart 2: Stroll Through HistoryPart 2: Stroll Through History    
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On Saturday, April 3, 2010, Tankokai DC joined the 
Washington, D.C., community in a celebration of 
cherry blossoms at the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery. One 
private seating for members of the Tankokai DC Asso-
ciation was followed by two public seatings that 
proved so popular that they were literally “standing 
room only.” The cherry blossom theme was reflected 
in a Kyō-yaki tea bowl featuring weeping cherry tree 
branches, in many of the kimono worn by the volun-
teers, and in the sweets, including sakura mochi. In 

the alcove a timeless 一期一会〔ichi-go ichi-e〕
(loosely, “one time, one meeting”) scroll hung above a 
dewy daffodil and a rabbit-shaped incense container. 
Like the ephemeral cherry blossoms surrounding the 
Tidal Basin, the scroll reminded us to savor the pre-

sent moment, for it is transient and unrepeatable. 

Guests of all ages and backgrounds joined us seated on the tatami and on chairs. In one seating, we served a bowl 
of tea to Mrs. Yoriko Fujisaki, wife of Japan’s Ambassador to the United States. But if you attended that seating, 
you might not have known that — in the Way of Tea, every guest is treated with honor. Indeed, we strive to create 

fellowship with every bowl of tea. 

- Katie Bechtold 

K A G E T S U  A T  M C L E A N  C O M M U N I T Y  C E N T E R  O N  J U N E  6 ,  2 0 1 0  

“Kagetsu is one of the seven group exercises called Shichiji
-shiki,” explained Ms. Yumi Yamasaki, the leader of the 
day. “Kagetsu is the basic exercise.” The “basic” exercise, 
however, is quite complex and unpredictable for the begin-
ner Kagetsu students. This exercise is for five participants. 
Each participant draws a ½ x 1 inch bamboo chip to deter-
mine who makes tea, who drinks tea, and who becomes 
the first guest to begin the exercise.  Then begins the whole 
series of precision movements: where to sit, how to walk 
over to the designated seat, where to place the chip, when 
to start sending the box of chips down to the other guests 

just to mention a few of them. 

After three exercises of Kagetsu, everyone’s mind was reel-
ing. Some experienced participants take 20-25 minutes 
per exercise whereas the McLean participants took 40 min-
utes each time. Ms. Yamasaki comforted them afterwards 
by quoting a saying: “After practicing Kagetsu 100 times, 
one still feels like the hazy moon.” It was an excellent occa-

sion to experience the lesson of “互換機鋒看子細 gokan kihou shisai ni miyo: pay careful attention to the point of 
interchangeability” (“Kagetsu and the Shichiji-shiki,” Chanoyu Quarterly, no. 48), as she mentions in her article, 

“My Days in Urasenke Gakuen School” in this Ocha no Wa issue. 

- Takako Dickinson 

Photo by Aiko Ichimura 

Photo by Ann Marie Moeller 
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May 13, 2010: Tea demonstration at Sidwell Friends SchoolMay 13, 2010: Tea demonstration at Sidwell Friends SchoolMay 13, 2010: Tea demonstration at Sidwell Friends SchoolMay 13, 2010: Tea demonstration at Sidwell Friends School    

Three members of the Association visited Sidwell Friends School in 
Bethesda, Maryland on May 13th to introduce tea ceremony to the 

second grade students. We have visited this school for several years. 

This year again, the classroom was beautifully decorated with Koino-
bori (carp- shaped streamer) made by the students. At the alcove, we 

hung a paper of 和敬清寂〔wa kei sei jaku〕(harmony, respect, pu-

rity, tranquility) and a flower vase with wild flowers picked at the 
school garden. When students entered the classroom, each student 

bowed to us very nicely. 

Before the demonstration, we explained 和敬清寂. Since they had 
already learned what each letter meant in English, we discussed how 

each meaning could be practiced in our daily life. 

During the demonstration of Hakobi Usucha, they watched it atten-
tively and quietly. Four students wearing Yukata (cotton Kimono) sat 
on tatami mats as guests. One of the Association’s members sat as a 
main guest and demonstrated how to drink Usucha. First, they looked a little nervous, but after they ate a sweet 

and drank a bowl of tea, we could see big smiles on their faces. 

It was a real pleasure to introduce tea ceremony for the students there. We could learn 初心〔sho-shin〕
(beginner’s mind) from these innocent children. 

- Akiko Takagi 

May 16, 2010: Urasenke Tankokai Hosts Open House at McLean Community May 16, 2010: Urasenke Tankokai Hosts Open House at McLean Community May 16, 2010: Urasenke Tankokai Hosts Open House at McLean Community May 16, 2010: Urasenke Tankokai Hosts Open House at McLean Community 

The Chado Urasenke Tankokai Washington D.C. Association held an open house in the McLean Community Center 
on May 16, 2010, to share the art of tea with the community. Visitors whisked their own tea at one table, learned 
to fold origami frogs and stars at another, and read about the Association’s other activities — including traditional 
sweet making, New Year's celebrations, and community service events — at a third. The afternoon featured a dem-
onstration of Usucha (thin tea) procedure, where seven guests sat seiza on tatami and received tea. The remainder 
of the roughly twenty attendees sat more comfortably behind them watching the ceremony and were also treated 
to freshly-whisked tea. During the ceremony, a member of the Association explained the history and tradition of the 

(Continued on page 7) 

O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E  

April 30, 2010: Tea presentation for the Senior Center at St. John’s Episcopal ChurchApril 30, 2010: Tea presentation for the Senior Center at St. John’s Episcopal ChurchApril 30, 2010: Tea presentation for the Senior Center at St. John’s Episcopal ChurchApril 30, 2010: Tea presentation for the Senior Center at St. John’s Episcopal Church    

Photo by Sidwell Friends School instructor 

St. John’s Episcopal Church in Georgetown has been hosting Programs for Senior Citizens every week for quite 

some time. The Tankokai DC Association took part in their program on Friday, April 30, 2010. Two members pre-

sented Ryakubon Temae to open the session. The setting was very simple, but all the essential elements of a tea 

room were present. The shikishi “Ten Chi”〔天地〕(heaven and earth), a copy of Ryokan’s calligraphy, was placed 

on the podium, and a basketful of azaleas were at one end of a large table where the temae was demonstrated. 

After a lunch of hearty chili, about fifteen senior citizens enjoyed watching the basic otemae and what a bowl of tea 

can represent if it was served in a bowl named “Shikai” (Four Seas). The history and philosophy of the Way of Tea 

in relation to Christianity were discussed in length without losing any of the participants. 

- Takako Dickinson 
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rate Kanzan Egen, the founder of the Myoshinji, in the 300th year of his memorial.  We took 

a guided tour to view the famous Unryuzu (雲龍図), a painting of a dragon drawn on the 

ceiling by painter Kano Tanyu (狩野探幽).  Tanyu started the painting when he was fifty-five 

years old; it took him eight years to complete. The picture is 12.5 meters in diameter on the 

hanging ceiling and 13 meters in height. The dragon is also known as “Happo Nirami no 

Ryu ” (八方睨みの龍 literally, “the dragon glaring in eight directions”), because it was 

painted in an illusionary manner so that no matter where the viewer is standing, the dragon 

seems to be glaring fiercely at the viewer. The guide also pointed that, seen from the East, 

the dragon would look as if it were climbing, but descending if seen from the West.  Having been intrigued by those 

explanations, we had to check them by walking around beneath to the four corners of the hall. Indeed, we could not 

escape the dragon’s glare no matter in which corner we stood. Tanyu used all natural materials for the paint: white was 

made from shells , black from soot, red and green from  plants  and blue from rocks  and they were mixed with nikawa, 

glue made from animal skin and bone gelatin. The technique helped the painting maintain its vivid color without fading 

in its 350 year’s history and even today it dazzles the beholder with the dragon’s magnificent glares in eight directions. 

 

Another point of interest for me in the Hatto was a temple bell called the Oshiki-cho no Kane (黄鐘調の鐘), a National 

Treasure, known to be the oldest bell in Japan, cast in the Asuka period and dated 698.  Oshiki-cho is one of the six 

tuning modes of Gagaku, court music of Japan; its base key is A.  Yoshida Kenko (吉田兼好) wrote about temple bells 

in Tsure-zure-gusa (徒然草), the Miscellany of a Japanese Priest, in the fourteen century. 

He praised the Oshiki-cho no Kane very highly. “All temple bells should be tuned to the 

Oshiki-cho.” The bell at the Jokongo-In (the temple who owned the bell originally) in Sa-

gano sounds marvelously tuned to the Oshiki-cho. It sings Syogyo-Mujyo (諸行無常), the 

voice of the transience of all phenomena” he proclaimed.  To our great disappointment, 

the bell had been on loan for several months to the National Museum of Tokyo as part of 

an exhibition of treasures of Myoshinji. We had to settle our disappointment with the 

sound of the bell played on a recording device. Although, due to a crack in it, the bell is no 

longer actually struck nowadays, listening to the sound of the bell even from a recording 

and standing next to the actual bell in person might have been nicer. Nonetheless, the 

recorded sound of the bell was very solemn and moving. Until 1973, every New Year’s Eve 

around midnight, the NHK broadcasted the sound of Joya no Kane (除夜の鐘), 108 strikes of the bell at the Myoshinji. 

Every person older than forty must remember the sounds of the bell in these NHK broadcasts. 

 

After the tour of the Hatto, we visited the Akechi-buro (明智風呂) bath house, its name attributed to Akechi Mitsuhide 

(明智光秀).  The legend is that after Akechi Mitsuhide, one of top warlords of Oda Nobunaga (織田信長), led a revolt 

and murdered Nobunaga at the Honnoji in 1582, known as the Honnoji Revolt (本能寺の変), Mitsuhide was pursued by 

avenging forces of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He escaped and took refuge at Myoshinji where his uncle Misso Osho (蜜宗和尚) was the founder of the Tairyo-In (大領院). Mitsuhide intended to commit suicide in the Myoshinji precinct, but 

(Continued on page 5) 
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changed his mind after his uncle appealed to his senses. His uncle argued that by 

such an act of suicide, the sacred ground of Shobozan Myoshinji would be tainted by 

his blood. Subsequently Mitsuhide left Myoshinji, and was later killed in the Yama-

zaki region. Deeply saddened by his nephew’s tragic death, Misso Osho built the 

bath house to commemorate Mitsuhide in 1587 as a place for rigorous ascetic exer-

cise for Zen monks. This bath house is not in the ordinary sense a place to bathe but, 

rather, a place in which to purify one’s mind while sitting in a very tight space over 

the steamed floor. The practice lasts about twenty minutes, during which time the 

monks recite the sutra while enduring the heat and emptying their mind to the purity. 

While going through the Akechi-buro, I could not help but ponder with a tinge of sadness all the tragic heroes and hero-

ines of the Sengoku-Era in Japan. 

 

Taizo-In (退蔵院), a small Zen temple  across from the Akechi Buro, was the last 

temple to visit in this trip, and I enjoyed its famous garden. Darja had visited 

there the day before, but accompanied me to see it again. We had delicious 

sweets and bowls of tea served on the veranda facing the beautiful pond and 

garden. Taizo-in is another temple that has a shukubo for the general public. 

Guests can participate in the art of zazen (sitting meditation) and learn about the 

life of a Zen monk, including meals of shojin-ryori.  

 

The fourth morning, I got up very early and left the temple to catch a 6.15 bullet 

train from the Kyoto station back to Tokyo. Darja was already up and kindly saw me off in her yukata at the Genkan. 

The Kawasumis stayed behind at the Daishin-In shukubo: her husband Yoshimichi and two more of their sons joined to 

continue with their adventure in Kyoto and Koyasan for several more days. 

 

My experience at Myoshinji was nothing less than remarkable and made a lasting impression on me, though the sum-

mer heat and humidity were hard to bear.  The number of days I allotted for Kyoto was regrettably short this time; I 

would love to revisit whenever I have the chance to do so. Having been there with a fellow Tankokai DC member Darja 

and her family especially made this visit a memorable time for me. 

- Aiko Ichimura 

(photos by the author) 

M I N I  I N F O  O N  K I M O N O :  

U S U M O N O  

Summer kimono usumono (Ro and 

Sha) is supposed to be worn in July and 

August. Usumono is see-through thin 

fabric. 

- Norie Watanuki 
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You have probably heard the word mizuya (水屋/水谷). Mizuya is a preparation room for Chanoyu. However, the word mizuya 

does not mean just a preparation room. It indicates all the preparation work for Chanoyu. For example, o-mizuya-san is some-

one who does the preparation and cleaning work behind the scene, and mizuya-mimai is a gift that the guests bring to the host 

when they are invited to chaji (a private tea gathering) in appreciation for all the preparation that the host and his/her helpers 

did for them. Today, I would like to write about my experience in Urasenke Gakuen School, particularly the mizuya work. 

The student body is divided into several mizuya-han (cleaning/preparation duty teams), each of which has about 9 to 11 peo-

ple. When I was studying in Kyoto, there were five mizuya-han. Therefore, the mizuya duty came every five weeks. When you 

are mizuya-toban, meaning this week you have mizuya duty, your day starts early. By 7:30 am, the whole school property 

should be cleaned inside and outside. If you are responsible for cleaning outside, including around the school building and roji 

(a garden approach to a tea house), you’d better start by 6 am. Between 7 am to 7:30 am, we clean the teachers’ room, the six 

chashitsu (tea rooms) with eight tatamis, saya-no-ma (tatami hallways), hallways, kitchen and one huge room with about 30 

tatamis with a larger kitchen/preparation mizuya space. After finishing cleaning, people scatter to do their assigned duties to 

prepare the chashitsu for Chanoyu practice. Two people are assigned to each of the four mizuya to do kiyome (cleaning and 

purifying), one or two are in charge of flowers, and another one or two are in the kitchen to do miscellaneous work such as fir-

ing charcoal or distributing sweets, etc. The kiyome work includes hanging a scroll, purifying all the utensils that students will 

use for the day’s practice, preparing the kama (a chanoyu kettle), filling tea containers with the thin tea, and water vessels and 

pitchers with water. When we enter the school, we are all expected to learn the mizuya work; therefore, we are assigned to a 

different task each day during the mizuya-toban. More experienced students are expected to give guidance and help to less 

experienced students, whenever the latter needs assistance. Mizuya-toban is not just for the morning. There is work during 

lunchtime to clean and prepare for the afternoon classes, and there is more work in the evening – more detailed cleaning in-

cluding bathrooms, laundry, ironing, ash-making duty, shaping the ash in the sunken hearth, and choosing an appropriate 

scroll for each room, depending on the otemae or procedures that students will practice. 

When you have to do a lot of work in a short period of time, it is very important to have Hataraki (judge the situation and act 

accordingly). When you are done wiping the tatami with a dry cloth in one area, for example, you look around and have to judge 

quickly if you should continue the wiping job in another area, or move on to the next job which is called jo-ge kin (a cloth for 

upper parts and a cloth for lower parts) to clean rails/stiles and thresholds using two separate wet cloths. When we do ote-

mae, teachers often tell us the importance of Hataraki; there is a time when we might have to break the rule in order to ac-

commodate the situation. This Hataraki is a useful ‘skill’, if you may call it a skill, for any situation in the real world. We, tea 

practitioners, are trained to acquire Hataraki in practicing Kagetsu. (Kagetsu is one of the seven group procedures. The seven 

group procedures are called Shichijishiki.) The founders of Shichijishiki gave a geju, a defining phrase to each of the seven 

procedures. The defining phrase for the Kagetsu procedure is 互換機鋒看子細 (gokan kihou shisai ni miyo), roughly meaning 

‘observe others’ movements and pay attention to the details. 

Since you are dealing with valuable utensils, which in many cases have been handled by generation after generation of tea 

practitioners, you need concentration – or peace of mind. You respect what your partner is doing in order to carry out the mi-

zuya work smoothly. I am convinced that the teaching of the four principles of the Way of Tea: Harmony, Respect, Purity and 

Tranquility, is not confined only in the tea room doing otemae, but it is also ingrained in the preparation work leading to the 

moment of making a bowl of tea, and in all other behind-the-scenes work. In other words, the four principles are manifested 

through every stage of the physical and mental state in Chanoyu from sweeping the roji to purifying your mind. 

It is a superb experience to have a bowl of tea, which your classmate made for you, with a feeling of gratitude for your mizuya 

work, using utensils you purified, in the chashitsu you cleaned from corner to corner, and in tranquility, just listening to the 

sound of water boiling. 

- Yumi Yamasaki 

M Y  D AY S  I N  U R A S E N K E  G A K U E N  S C H O O L  
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Honorary Advisor: Masako Soyu Miyahara  

Dear Members, 

Have you ever been urged to write something about 

the Way of Tea? Did you discover something new while 

attending a tea affair? Have you experienced a eureka 

moment about a Zen phrase? We would like to invite 

you to write for Ocha no Wa about anything to do with 

the Way of Tea or any related cultural aspects of it. We 

are sorry that the space is limited only to a page or two 

including photos. Contact Katie Bechtold and Takako 

Dickinson at ochanowa@tankokaidc.org for more de-

tails or questions. 

-- Editors  

Y O U R  C O N T R I B U T I O N S  

If you have not already renewed your membership for 2010 or officially joined Chado Urasenke Tankokai Washington DC 

Association, we invite you to do so.  Also, please let us know of any changes in your address, phone number, or e-mail 

address. 

Membership categories are: Individual $30.00, Family $50.00, Student $20.00, and Corporate or Institution 

$75.00.   Please make your check payable to Urasenke Tankokai Washington DC Association, and send it to:  

Chado Urasenke Tankokai Washington D.C. Association 
P.O. Box 138 

McLean, VA 22101 
 

If you have questions and or would like further information, including the address to send your membership dues pay-

ment, please e-mail me at membership@tankokaidc.org.  If any of your friends are interested in joining us, I will send 

them our brochure with information about us. Just let me know their names and mailing addresses. Thank you for your 

interest in our association.  

- Katie Bechtold, Membership Secretary 

M E M B E R S H I P  
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tea ceremony; the layout and decorations of the tea room; and, with the help of the first guest, demonstrated how one 

should receive tea, thank their server, and enjoy the ceremony.  

- Jordan Wyn 

(photos by the author) 


